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A COMPLEMENTARY SYSTEM OF STATISTICS OF

■ THE DlSlRIBtfTIGN OF INCOME AND WEALTH

I. INTRODUCTION .

1, This paper outlines the types of data on incomes,.■consumption ,a

'-' ■"adcumuIatiGn of households needed for purposes of a proposed -system of income

distribution and related statistics complementary to the SNA and the^S,

and discusses the definitions, classifications and tabulations of these data.

2." Papers prepared "by the Statistical Office of .the United Uat,ions. .on

the objectives, character and content of a complementary; system of^income

"'distribution and related statistics.have already-been,considered,by a.

number of Expert, meetings as well as by the Fifteenth Session, of the ,.

Statistical Commission- ■..:.,.. . ,.■-*.

3; :The first ineeting discussing this topic was the Group pf. Experts on

-Social Policy and the Distribution of Income in the Nation convened, by

. , the Secretary-General.in accordance.with a.resolution of the Commission

■ .for .Social Peyelopment of thtv United Nations, from 23 January to 1 February

1967, . The paper; e.t;"omitted to the Group outlined the scope, charaoter,

definitions and classifications of a system of income distribution and

relate.d. statistics in the light of the need for these data in assessing

social conditions and; formulating and evaluating 3ociai policies*-' The

Group dealt mairly with the requirements for income distribution and

■ >■■■■■ related statis-tiCE in identifying welfare and other social problems and
"-- ~ _ ~.u. .-./■.■.... ; ' ..- "... ■ ... . .: _. g/

assessing "the^'effects of policies adopted to resolve these problems,-'

.4. .The. paper submitted to. the second meeting, namely the Working Group

" on Statistics of Income Distribution of the Conference of European

.statisticians which met from 1 to 5 May J-96"? discussed in some detail

1/ StatisTics'of Inoomo 'Digtribution, Group of jjxpsrts on Sociarl Policy and
the Distribution of. Income in the lTation; Commission for Social Develop-

•~ :: ment,-E/CNo5/AC»13/R-2n ■ ....,-. ■.■■ .■./. ■ .; . ■"■... .., A .:

2/ See Report of the Group of Experts on Social Policy and the Distribution

of Income in the Nation, S/CK,5/4^7" Commission for Social Development.
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the objectives, scope, character and relation to the new SNA and MPS, as h

well as definitions and classifications of a proposed system of the

distribution of income, expenditure and accumulation.-' The Working Group ^

agreed in principle with the approach taken in the Statistical Office

paper.-^ The Fifteenth Session of the Conference of European Statisticians

also discussed the subject based on the Report of the Working Group.

5- A Meeting of Experts on the Scope, Methods and Uses of Family Expendi

ture Surveys was convened by the ILO from 4 to 13 December 1967. Family

expenditure surveys are of course an important source of basic data for

the compilation of income distribution statistics, and the paper submitted

by the Statistical Office to the Expert Meeting was written from that

point of view.—'

6. At its Fifteenth Session, the Statistical Commission discussed a

progress report on the work on income distribution and related statistics

by the Statistical Office™-^ This report also contained an outline of the

proposed supplementary system of income distribution and related statistics.

The Commission agreed that a system of income distribution and related

statistics at the micro level, consistent with the systems of national

accounts and balances but supplementary to them, should be developed. It

also indicated that attention should be devoted to the limitations on

3/ Statistics of the Distribution of Incomes, Expenditure and Accumulation,

Working Group on Statistics of Income Distribution, Conference of

European Statisticians, Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.27/2.

4/ See Report of the Meeting Held in Geneva, 1~5 May 1967) Working Group

on Statistics of Income Distribution, Conference of European Statisti

cians Conf.Eur.Stats/TfG.. 27/5«

Requirements for Data for Purposes of Income Distribution and Related

Statistics, Meeting of Experts on the Scope? Methods and Uses of Family

Expenditure Surveys, International Labour Office, FES/l967/.IH-

6/ A Complementary System of Statistics of the Distribution of Income and

Wealth, E/CN.3/363*
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concepts and definitions which are imposed by the possibilities and

methods of gathering data.—'

7» Recommendations made by the meetings which have already discussed the

proposals for a supplementary system of income distribution and related

statistics are, to the extent possible, taken into account in preparing

the present paper- Also3.information gathered for a comparative study

of.national practices in income distribution and related statistics has

been used,

8, The first four sections of this paper discuss the objectives and

character of income distribution and related statistics3 the stage of

development of national statistics on these subjects, the relation of the

system to the national accounts and balances and the scope, organization

and development of a complementary system. The final four sections of

the paper include a detailed discussion of the definition and classifica

tion of the statistical units., and of incomes, consumption and

accumulation.

II. OBJECTIVES AND CHARACTER OP INCOME DISTRIBUTION AND

RELATED STATISTICS

9« Statistics of the distribution of income, expenditure and accumula

tion are needed for a wide range of different purposes, The most common

and traditional type of questions which income distribution and related

statistics are used to highlight, concerns the characteristics, deter

minants and equity of the distribution of. welfare among the population.

Of interest in this respect are studies of the incomes which various

groups of the population receive from participating in production and

from property, in relation to their economic and social characteristics,

and analysis of the ways in which incomes are redistributed among

households through taxation and other government measures. For the same

purposes, data are also required on the level and pattern of the

7/ Statistical Commission, Report of the Fifteenth Sesstion, E/CN#3/39O«

Paras. 34-39*
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consumption of households and the means in addition to disposable inooms

through wh'iati the consumption is financed. Information' on changes in the

size distribution of incomes, and in the disposition of "these incomes,

is also basic to assessing the effects of trends in economic, conditions, •

on the-well-being of various population sroupso . . .. ,,, . .

lCU,,:Data on the distribution and disposition of family incomes are needed

in dealing-with the questions-of promoting steady economic growth and

stabilizing prices. Information is required on the size of the'disposable

income of various groups of households, and on the way in which-they ■-

divide income between consumption and saving. For.fiscal policy it-is ■.

also essential fco have relatively detailed figures on the distribution of

income received by households from production and from property, the

effect of tax measures on disposable incomes, and the patterns in which

disposable incomes are allocated,. Projecting the demand for consumers'

goods and services and assessing demand-pull pressures on prices require,

in addition, information on the pattern of household outlays on consump

tion. Programmes designed to mobilize funds for fixed capital formation

involve knowing the types of assets in which households invest their

savings, coupled with information on the siae and disposition of their

incomes.

11. For purposes of planning, programming and eoonomic analysis,

statistics are required which provide ay detailed c, picture as possible

of all aspects of the distribution and redistribution of household income

and the pattern of Consumption and savingRj but not all these' data are

necessarily required at annual intervals* In order to obtain comprehen

sive statistics of thf.s type, special family income and expenditure

surveys undertaken at intervals of three to fivo years are needed* The

present paper-is mainly concerned with the definition and classification

of the data which-may be included in such comprehensive surveys.

12. For a ourrent assessment of the effects of economic and social

policies, the interest is primarily in quick and frequent indicators of

the main aspects of the distribution of household incomes and expenditure*



These .data are usually attained, from quarterly or monthly surveys, which

comprise only the .most central.part of the information collected for the

comprehensive surreys,. Frequently, current surveys cover only a small

sample; of households drawn from.a special section of the population,

such as urban workers, or salary earners, pensioners etc. In order to

supply data which are useful for an analysis of changes in the income

.'distribution, however, the surreys should cover a representative sample

of, at least, the entire urban population.

.;•-:■:::■;■:■ ■; ^ STAGE 0? mTI0N£L DEVELOPMIHJ'J: OF STA^iS'lICS"

ty. The data on. the incomes, coneumptiori. and accumulation and wealth of

various classes of the population now coiQpii?.d by a number of countries,

.are far. short of the requirements for information outlined above.' The

available information is limited to presentations of .^complete data

.derived,., without adjustment to a ooumon basis, from income-tax returns,

social security rscords, wage-and-salary onquirios, f^ily-budget surveys

and population censuses. Da^a in respect of income shares, i.e., the

industrial and functional distribution of incomes: which r,ro usually

compiled as part, of the national aoccunta, are nuoh nore developed.

14* The scope of tho enquiries into detailed statistics of the distribu

tion of incomes is often restricted vc particular groups in the population

and to data on as^ected, or total, earned iluoome^ in cash. Wh5.1e account

is sometimes taken, of diroct -.aseb, other forms of u.^-contractual

transfers of income are frequently excluded. Income and expenditure

surveys in MPS countries and a- fe^ -acent surveys in SNA countries,

however, contain data on all forms of rece::.;.?tr, and outlays^ *he informa

tion available'for ola^.fication of tho dat:: ac?-brdin5 ^o:the character

istics of the income recipient units is scanty e-:bopt :.n'tho case of-

.censuses.of population and household sample sur^GyL-.,

.15. More ample information is frequently a/ai.uible ^r. the personal

-.consumption.of selected classes of the populatior from surveys taken for
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purposes of weighting index numbers of consumer prices. However, these

data are usually un-coordinated with statistics of income and are

generally gathered at irregular, long intervals of time- Very little

information is available on the savings or wealth of various groups of

the population.

16. The concepts, definitions and classifications utilized in gathering

and compiling the data in wage-and-salary enquiries, income—tax reoords,

population censuses or family expanditure surveys necessarily refleot the

major objectives of each of these enquiries. The degree of co-ordination

between income and expenditure data from the various sources leaves muoh

to be desired. And, in many instances, little attention has been devoted

to the requirements of incone distribution statistics or to the question

of relating the data sought to national accounting concepts. As a result,

marked difficulties have been experienced in attempts to integrate the

data into adequate presentations of micro-statistics in respect of incomes,

consumption or saving.

17. A promising development ie that detailed sample surveys of the income

and outlay of all households are undertaken at annual or less frequent

intervals by most countries with centrally planned economies and some

countries with market economies. These enquiries can be designed to

yield appropriate detailed data? and the costs of gathering the data

can be kept within reasonable bounds., The results of surveys, ooupled

with co-ordinated data from more extensive but less detailed benchmark

surveys, should furnish v, suitable basis for compiling the required

statistics.

18. A number of factors are leading national statistical offices to

devote increasing attention to the question of improving and extending

their statistics on the distribution of incomes and expenditure. In

the first place, a significant increase has taken place in the demands

for the data for purposes of analysis and the formulation of policies.

Secondly, the emergence of integrated systems of statistics in national
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accounting and demography b.as. encouraged a co-ordinated approach to

concepts, definitions and classifications in related fields* Thirdly,

the use of electronic computers has facilitated the integration and

summarization of basic serieo of data from diverse sources? and the

development of general-purpose national sample surveys has provided a

feasible means of gathering reliable detailed information*

IV. THE SYSTEM IN RELATION TO THE NATIONAL ACCOUNTS AM) BALANCES

19- The proposed system is designed to provide much more extensive and

detailed classification of data in resiject cJT the income and outlay and

accumulation and holdings of assets and liabilities of the population

than it is feasible to include in the revised SNA or MPS* All that can

be, and is, provided for in either system is classification of these

data according to the various caLegori^s of fious and stocks and the

main classes of economic agents.

20. The system of income distribution and related statistics should be

complementary to the nation.1.! accounts and balances^ i,ei; fit in with

both the revised BIA end V-e MPE. Witli the addition of some further

sub-division of flows, the building blocks for a common set of income

distribution and related statistics would be available in each of the

systems. Relating che cyst:;:r. olosoly to the national accounts and

balances will avoid the confiision ruid difficulties which would result

from treating essentially the came flcv/t, and shocks differently in the

complementary system- and ir. the national accounts t-nd balances.

g/
21. In the revised £N^-7S "l:Vte flows and stocks vlrich are to be covered

in a complementary system cito dealt wii/uh in tlie accounts and tables on

the income and outlay a.10. consumption exp^nditai-e and capital finance

of householdso Data from the consumption expenditure account of general

government and private nor.-prefit institutions serving households are

8/ The version of the proposed revised S3.1 used is Proposals for the

Revision of the S!^A-; 1952j August 1967* Statistical Commission,

Fifteenth Session, E/CNe3/356*
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required for purposes of the concept of total consumption. This concept

may also involve data from the production accounts of industries on

outlays for recreational, health and similar services furnished to

employees collectively and free of charge- The manner in which flows

are grouped in these accounts is suitable for the complementary system,

except in the case of the income and outlay account. For most purposes,

it will be necessary to divide this account into four major parts:

(i) compensation of employees and entrepreneurial income, (ii) all

distr-ibuted factor incomes received, i.e., net property income in

addition to compensation of employees and entrepreneurial inoome

(iii) other, current (redistributive) transfers, net,, and disposable

income and (iv) consumption expenditure and saving (See Annex l)# In

addition, it will be of interest for certain purposes, to.use the inoome

and outlay account as it is in the revised SNA.

22. It should be recalled that the household accounts and tables

enumerated above cover private non-financial unincorporated business

units, as well as the other activities of the owners of these businesses.

Entrepreneurial income includes the operating surplus of these

unincorporated units reduced by the property income paid out in connexion

with the business. Payments of consumer debt interest and business debt

interest are distinguished, one from the other, in the revised SNA.

However, in the. oase of the capital finanoe accounts of households,

certain financial claims, e.g., trade credit, may need to be sub-divided

into liabilities connected with the unincorporated businesses and other f

liabilities especially for purposes of the complementary system.

23. For the complementary system, it will be necessary to obtain data

not only for the household sector as a whole, but also for different

types of households, classified by the socio-economic status of the

head, as. well as for institutional households (see Annex i). Data for

family households by socio-economic status of head can be gathered in

household surveys,. The classification by socio-economic status shown

in Annex -X is illustrative only and a more detailed classification will
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have to be developed. Supplementary inquiries into the few data which

are required on the income and outlay of institutional households

should not present serious difficulties*,

24. It is recognized that even special comprehensive surveys on house

hold income and expenditure cannot supply all the information1 needed for

a complementary system which is completely co-ordinated with the national

accounts and "balances. For instance; respondents to such surveys

normally cannot furnish information on imputed insurance charges,

employers* contributions to social insurance and pension fundsj or

imputed pension transactions. Furthermore, household surveys are subject

to pertain deficiencies resulting from non-response or inaccurate response?

which make it difficult to reconcile the data obtained in such surveys

with the corresponding aggregates of the systems of national accounts

and balances. Thus, while efforts should be made to make the detailed

statistics as consistent as possible with the corresponding items of the

national accounts and balances; complete co-ordination cannot be achieved

in practice for some components

. : ■ T- . SCOPE, ORGANIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPLEMENTARY SYSTEM .

A. Scope

25. All aspects of the statistics of the distribution of incomes and

consumption are, of course, central to the purposes for which the data

of the, complementary system are wanted. Statistics of household con

sumption, distributed factor incomes, current transfers and disposable

income of persons have been the traditional subjects of income

distribution statistics*

26. Difficult problems of concept and practice arise in efforts to

compile data on the •total connuniption of the population, However, the

proportion of consumption accounted for by free goods and services varies

substantially from one country to anothers and comparisons of levels of

living based on personal consumption only, would not show the complete
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picture- It is therefore thought that data on the total consumption of

the population should be considered at this stage in developing inter

national guidelines,

27. The revised systems of national accounting include detailed

recommendations in respeot of the definition, classification and tabula

tion of all types of capital transactions and some countries gather data

on household transactions in at least .some types of financial claims.

Furthermore, transactions in respect of private pension funds, life

insurance, saving accounts and securities as well as capital formation in

non-financial unincorporated businesses are of particular, relevance to

the well-being of some population groups and to patterns of income receipt

and disposition. It is therefore suggested that data on the capital

transactions of households should be dealt with at this juso-ture in

developing the complementary system*

28. While there is undoubtedly a need for data on the distribution of

wealth among households in the form-of consumer durable goods, financial

claims and tangible capital assets, it is doubtful whether an effort should

be made to spell out this aspect of a complementary system at this juncture

The balance sheet and associated revaluation accounts of the revised SNA

are not yet defined and delineated in detail. Further, very few if any,

official efforts have been made to gather and compile figures systematically

of the value of the financial assets and liabilities of households. Some

countries do however, gather data on selected financial items, such as

the value of outstanding consumer debt, and on the possession of oonsumer

durables such as automobiles, radios, refrigerators, and washing machines.

B. Coverage

a. Population

29. In order to yield, as far as possible, significant and reliable data

for the uses indicated in Chapter II, and also to be consistent in

coverage with the national accounts, information on income^ consumption
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and accumulation obtained from family expenditure surveys should ideally

relate to a representative sample of the entire resident population,

30. Data for the institutional population should be included and shown

separately in all classifications. As in national accounting, the

transactions of the institutional population and of the institutions in

which they reside, should be separated, one from the other. The goods

and services which the institutions supply to individuals free of charge,

is to be part of the consumption of the institutions. These goods and

services would, however, be included in the total consumption of the

institutional population.

b. Income and expenditure in kind

31. Hot infrequently the data on income and personal consumption

gathered through family expenditure surveys in developed countries are

restricted to cash receipts and outlays, because of the substantial

difficulties ot gathering data on incomes and consumption in kind and

the view that incomes in kind may be insignificant* In developing

countries, household income and expenditure inquiries necessarily cover

incomes received in kind and the associated personal consumption.

32. In view of the significance of income in kind in the developing as

well as some developed countries, and the advantage of attaining

consistency with the systems of national accounting which include these

incomes, data on incomes should include receipts in kind, as well as in

cash. Personal consumption should of course also cover flows in kind.

However, household receipts of current transfers of a non-contractual

nature, and personal consumption, would not include the value of goods

and services which enterprises, general government and private non

profit' organizations furnish free of charge, other than those which are

treated as income in kind. Transfers of gifts in kind from and to the

rest of the world, would, however, be accounted for in current redistribu-

tive transfers and in personal consumption.
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q*; Data in Comparable Prices

33; For purposes of comparing the levels of living of groups of the,

population, during different periods of time and projecting consumer demand, ,

data are wanted,,in. constant prices in respect of personal and total - i

consumption classified according to categories of goods and services and

the characteristics of spending units. For studies of trends in the

well-being of various groups of the population, it will be valuable'to

.measure changes in the purchasing power of their disposable income. In

compiling the series, use should be made of the bills of goods and services

in the personal consumption of each group of the population during a given

period of time.

3). Organization of the System

34. The' proposed organization of the complementary system of ino°m.e,

distribution and related statistics is indicated by the manner in which

items of data of the system are to be grouped and tabulated... ^ .;j

a. Items of data " J

35. The items,of data are to be grouped in terms of their place in

national accounting and in satisfying analytical requirements for informa

tion. The manner in which it isJ'suggested that the items of the house

hold income and outlay and capital finahoe accounts be organized is set

out in AnnexI. A full complementary system will inolude in addition

household balance sheet and revaluation accounts.

36* Incomes The first stop in the distribution of inoomes is the division

of incomee originating, in production between compensation of employees and

operating surplus. This division of incomes is of basic interest for

purposes, of studying the links between the remuneration and supply of

labour and capital, on the one hand, and unit costs of production and the

level and competitiveness-af prices, on the other* It does not, however,

precisely portray the incomes received by resident individuals,.,, or

households, from employment and businesses; and is appropriately dealt
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with in the main national accounting system rather than the complementary

system. It is the receipts of employee compensation and entrepreneurial

income -from unincorporated lousinesses and quasi-corporations "by residents

on.the income and outlay accounts that is the earliest step in the

distribution of income which should he covered in the complementary system.

Information on the distribution of these incomes among resident households

is essential in assessing the well-being of the population and the

attributes with which it varies.

37. KQj?r this purpose, the net property income received by resident

individuals:or. households is also of basic interest. Data classified . . ;

according to the characteristics of households on the total of distributed

factor.incomes, received, i.e., the sum of the receipts of employee

compensation,- entrepreneurial income and net property income, are also

wanted in considering the demand-pull aspects of incomes policy and

devising fiscal measures.

38. "H The next phase in distributing incomes consists of the redistribu

tion in the form of direct taxes, social security benefits, social welfare

assistance, etc.. These redistributive current transfers are non

contractual in character; and furnish the link "between the disposable

income and the distributed factor income of households. The transfers

provide a major means through which Government directly influences the

income of households available for consumption and saving. Data are

therefore needed on the type and dimensions of these transactions of

households classified according to characteristics which are relevant to

problems of welfare and spending-saving behaviour. Also essential are

statistics of the distribution of disposable income classified in a

similar fashion, at least some of which should be in real terms in order

to abstract from changes in prices.

39- For purposes of delineating the links between the statistics of the

complementary system and the revised SNA or developed MPS clearly, it is

advantageous to set out the elements and total of household current
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-and, current disbursements separately, i.e., in the form of an,,:

inc&ffle;.an<J,outlay account. The incom.e and outlay account shown in,the .■

complementary syatem might be sub-divided according to the sooio-eoonomic-

and other key characteristics of households to a somewhat greater .extent

,,thanj>in the parent national accounting system. ■ '■ ■ •■.-:-.

*40.v ' Consumption and -saving? Disposable income is divided into

consumption expenditure'and saving;/' Statistics of the level and pattern

of consumption of goods and services by households, in relation to suoh

characteristics as their disposable income, size and socio-^eoonomio'. *7;

status,?; ^re wanted, for. a. purpose,:,.such as assessing .an&4;mproving tha ,.-;

-level; of living of the population and identifying points, of demand-ipull

pressure. These data also provide the basis fox, cpmpiling needed. .. ■ ■

figures of the level of the real consumption of goods and services, and \ .

the correlative.prices. Data of saving classified according to similar

attributes of households as consumption expenditure, are also of

considerable interest.

of consumption may be used in studies, of the level of

, living of .households. The concept most commonly used related to ,,. ...

consumption expenditure, i.e*, consumption which is. financed put of the.

disposable income or dissaving of the households themselves. The other

concept .covers, in addition, goods and services furnished-free of charge

by government, private non-profit institutions, and enterprises; and is :.

referred .t.o as the = total-,oonsumptioa of .the..population. -The broader:. ,.

conpept. of .consumption is more suitable for international'comparisons

of levels of living.. . , . :

42. AcSumulation; During various periods in their life oycle, house- '

holds mayJbe expected to finance outlays on consumption by'drawing on:

accumulated saving or contracting debt." This points to the need for data

on the-transactions in.financial claims of various groups of households.

Da^a pn changes in copsumer debt and.^in assets which are relatively

liquid (e.,g., sayings, accounts, marketable securities) or are designed to



insure against periods of reduced earnings (e.g., equity in private

pension funds, annuities) are of particular vaXue in this respect .

Statistic, Of transactions in financial claims should also he^valuahle

in examining means of mobilising funds ^investment and studying

saving-spending patterns of given classes of households dunng^e

course of a business cycle. .: ..

X ' ^ch'of the saving of the owners of unincorporated

*W to finance the capital fetation of these ^

contract de,t, fortnis purpose. All aspens of,the o

account of households are therefore of interest- in the.

system. Balance sheet data'on the tangible oapital assets ^
iaW Wnesses ^.als, needed, for e^le in.assessxng the
and magnitude of the entrepreneurial toco.e of th... owners.

b. Tabulations " ""'' '

'"„. ■ The taxations of the co.ple.entary syste. can usefully he divided

-= into three classes differing in the range of ite.s covered and the detaxl
Of.classification. Each group of tahulations are intended to satisfy

'"■■differing set of analytical requirements. '

rst olass °f t3talations should *° deV°ted t0
the experience and hehaviour of hroad groups

Thof households in respect of all facets of the complementary system The
extent to which transactions are detailed should he limited so as to
fOcus attention on the mainflows and relationships. These;tables should

snow totals for the various, series.^ a, to,indipate th.ll*- ***••»
the complementary system and the.national accounts and halano.s and

furnish the.hasis for comparing tl»: circumstances of each group of
Households *ith :thpse of the entire population. For the latter purpose

useful tff indicate the number of households and individuals
it wiir

in':reacli group
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46. The classifications of households utilized in the summary tables

should be those which are of "basic and general value in analysis; and

the least detail levels of classification should "be used. Examples of

these classifications are the socio-economic status and age and sex of

the household head, magnitude of total and per capita distributed factor

incomes received by households, and the area of location (e.g., urban-

rural) of households, A number of the summary tabulations, in parti

cular according to socio-economic status of household head and fractile

groups (e.g., quintiles) of per capita distributed factor incomes

received, would be of interest internationally.

47. Tables in respect of classes of transactions: The second type of

tabulations might be designed to exhibit the details of each class of

transactions, classified according to the pertinent characteristics of

households or individuals- The more detailed level of classification of

households would be employed in each set of these tabulations. In

addition, use should be made of schemes of classifying transactor units

which describe the variation in the magnitude of the relevant flows.

The classifications of transactors and transactions which are of interest

for each set of tables are discussed in the following sections of this

paper. A limited number of the detailed tabulations, utilizing the

same classifications of households as in the summary tables and a few

additional classifications which are of particular significance in each

case, might be recommended for use internationally.

48. Cross-classifications by two or more attributes: The third group

of tables should be designed to cross-classify the main aggregates of

the complementary system according to two or more attributes of the

relevant transactor units, either households or individuals. These

tables may also include additional classifications of transactors and

transactions, such as classifications by number of children of the

household and other aspects of the composition of the households. It

will probably be feasible to include very few specific recommendations

in respect of the detailed cross-classifications in the international

guidelines.
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E. Priorities in Developing the System

49-»". It. seems desirable that the first order of priority in developing

the complementary system be assigned to data in respect of incomes and

personal- consumption. Data on the total consumption of the population

might.be given priority over statistics of household capital transactions.

Figures, of total consumption are of direct relevance to measuring the

level.of living of various groups in a population and international

comparisons of well-being. Although serious difficulties are involved

in gathering some of the required data, many of the figures should be ■

available from government administrative records and performance budgets.

50. There are significant differences in the relative urgencies with

which data are wanted on capital transactions,, Payments from private

pension funds, drawing down of savings accounts, and payments of life

insurance claims are important sources of finance of consumption for

significant portions of the population, and should be accorded a high

priority. Next in order of priority among the capital transactions

might be those carried on in respect of the unincorporated enterprise*

included in the household sector, purchases arid sales of securities,

and consumer debt. This would leave to last priority net purchases of

land, other tangible assets and intangible assets other than financial

claims, and some types of loans.

VI-. ' THE DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION OF THE STATISTICAL. UNITS

A, The Statistical Units '

51- While the household should be used as a statistical unit for all

aspects of income distribution and related statistics, it is also^essential

to use the individual as income recipient unit in the case of most, items

of distributed factor incomes and some items of accumulation

52. In most instances, the distributed factor incomes accrue from the

productivity activity or the property of individuals, and problems of

allocating the incomes among two or more individuals do not arise.
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Important exceptions are inoome derived from farms and other household

enterprises jointly owned and operated by.husband, wife and perhaps other

members of the family, and transactions in, and income derived from,

other assets jointly owned by husband and wife. For household enterprises

*it would be advantageous to take the family as the statistical unit,

while a husband-and-wife unit could be usefully applied in the case of

financial transactions in assets jointly owned by spouses and the inoome

derived from such assets. . .

53- Because some, individuals may Jiaye more than one job, the job may be' ■

a more appropriate statistical unit than the individual for analysis of

scales of pay. In olassifications of inoome by type, which relate to .the

population as a whole, income may be the most appropriate statistical

unit.

54- The.household is the basic statistical unit for studies of the

relationship between the distribution of total inoome from labour* ■

property and entrepreneurship, and spendings-saving behaviour. Sinoe

most earners have dependents, the household or the family is"the praotical

statistical unit for the redistributive transfers linking distributed

factor incomes and disposable incomes. Grants are often made on the "basis

of families rather than individuals, and allocating these grants among

earners and dependents would be difficult and arbitrary. The household

is the preferable statistical unit for purposes of data on the division

of disposable income between saving and consumption and statistics, .of the

pattern of consumption since members of a household will more or less

pool their incomes and consumption.

B. F The Concept of -the ;HousehoId .

55« In view o€ the uses to be made of the househoId-type statistical

unit, it is desirable to define it in terras of the housekeeping concept •■"

that is employed in oensuses of population and other demographic inquiries*

Under the housekeeping concept, a household may be (i) a one—person

household, i.e., a person who makes provision for his own food or other
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essentials for living without combining with any other person to form

part of a multi-person household? or (ii) a multi-person household, i.e.

a group of two or more persons who occupy the whole or part_of one

housing unit and make common provision for. food or other essentials of

living. The degree to which the persons in the group pool their income

and outlay may vary. They may be related or unrelated persons• In some

socio-eoonomio situations relating mainly to developed countries the

family household may he used instead, i.e.. a group of individuals related

by "blood, marriage or adoption who satisfy the. other conditions of the

housekeeping concept.

56. A definition is also required of the institutional population in

order to clearly separate this population from non-institutional house

holds. It is suggested that the definition recommended for. inclusion in

the 1970 European programme for population censuses be used for.this

purpose, i.e., a group of persons living together, sharing their meals,

bound by a common public objectives and/or general personal interest and

ruled by an authority outside the group. Persons living in hotels or

boarding houses should be treated as members of one- or multi—person

private households/ The same applies to personnel of institutions who

live with their families or as individual persons in the institution Taut

are not subject to' common rules set by the institution.

C. Classifications of the Statistical Units

a* Classifications for general use

57. Certain attributes of households are of interest in classifying all

aspects of the complementary system., Tabulations of the data according

to the socio-economic status of the head of the household and the area of

location of the household may be expected to reveal systematic differences

in income experience and spending-accumulation behaviour. An urban-rural

classification is of considerable value for this purpose, particularly

in developing countries^ ...-.-.
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58. Classifications according to age and sex of the household head are ,

valuable for purposes of studying patterns of experience and "behaviour,

and in analyzing trends over time for cohorts of households. Tabulations 1

according to size of total and per capita distributed factor and disposable- *

Income' are wanieil for such purposes as measuring the effects of- redistribu

tion1 on levels of living and examining patterns of spending and accuinula-

"tion". For similar1 purposes, oross-classifications by number of children

in the household and other aspects of the composition of the'' household

may alW be "useful. A classification of households aooording to the main

type of: income received) taking into account the i-noome of all income

recipients belonging to the household, is also useful for some-purposes.

59. Tabulations of summary data aocording to socio-eoonomic staftus- Of the

head- of household find size of per capita income are likely to be of

particular interest internationally. For purposes of international

coraparisb-ns preference should be given to the use" of fractile groups in

classifications according to size of total inoome. ■ ■ ■ • —

b. Classifications for distributed factor incomes

60. In .tables on ..distributed factor incomes, classification, according to

the si-ze of distributed, factor income per income earner, or the number of

jinoome recipients and total income^ would, array households -according to

one factor determining the magnitude of thits income. Other. sohemes....of

classification which may furnish explanatory variables of the distribution

of compensation of employees and entrepreneurial..inoome,: but nofof ■■

property income, are the industrial and occupational attachment of the

heads of household and their educational attainment. Classifications

according to number of household members and number of income recipients

per household,, coupled with fractile groups of size of total distributed

factor income might, be emphasized in the international guidelines.

j6l. The socio-economic status, age and size of the income recipients;

should be key classifying elements for factor incomes received by ■

individuals, while the industrial and occupational attaohment as well
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as the. ^educational a.t*a-inm©nt :a;nd.;length of work experience, of the

income earners are useful- additional characteristics f;or the classifioa- ,

tidn of. ciampensa.tipn of employe®3 anti Q^r.e.p.reneuTial. income. . . ;. ;,

v-'nbv Classifications for disposable 'income anti consumption - ■ " -:

62. Classifications according to size of disposable income will be'

needed in studying the formation and magnitude of this income in the ca,-,e

of households in various socio-economic categories, as well as in

deWriTsineand'anaiyzingijhe level and pattern of oonsu&ption of hou:je- -1

holds. More significant information for the purposes of income analysis

would' result from the use of per capita disposable income or from

croVs^classifications of data by sizre of household and magnitude of ,

disposable income. Also advantageous in the case of tables on the level

and pattern of personal consumption are classifications according 'to the

size :of total rahd per capita consumption. . The magnitude of disposable

income, total and per capita,- coupled with size of household may be the

most useful classifications for purposes of the international guidelines.

d. Classifications for accumulation ■

63. The magnitude of saving should furnish a useful scheme of olansifica-

tion in tabulating data on transactions in financial assets and liabilitief

For gross capital formation and capital consumption of unincorporated

enterprises, the kind of economic activity of the business should be

employed as a classification.

e. Sooio—economic status ■

64. At this juncture, an internationally agreed socio-economic classifica

tion is not available, and it will therefore be necessary to develop such

a classification for the complementary system. It may also be necessary

to devise standard classifications according to age and according to

of family.
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65* The primary categories of the classification according to socio-

economic status should distinguish heads of household according to basic

status classes* for example, employers, own-account workers, members of

producers1 co-operatives, employees, independent inactive persons living

in private households, and institutional population. Distinctions whioh

merit consideration for the second or third levels of classification ares

(i) the division of employers and own-account workers, as well as members

of producers' co-operatives, into agricultural and non-agricultural; and

the separation of liberal and related professions from other non-

agricultural employers and own-account workers; and (ii) the division of

employees into directors and managers, professional and technical workers-

other non-manual workers, and skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled manual

workers,

66, Special problems arise in separating the transactions relating to

their business from their other transactions, in the case of owners of

unincorporated enterprises included in the household sector. For this

purpose it will be necessary to classify all households, any member of

which owns and operates a business of this type, as households of owners

of unincorporated enterprises, while for other households the classifica

tion might be based on the socio-economic characteristics of the recipient

of the greatest income. It is likely that the owner of the unincorporated

enterprise would, in most instances, be the chief breadwinner.

67- Producers' co-operatives are corporate units Trhere the owners

constitute the whole or the main part of the labour force.. It seems

justified to raise a special category for members of producers1

co-operatives at the first level of classification, because of their

special position as both employers and employees, and because of the

importance of these co-operatives, particularly in MPS countries.

f. Classifications according to size of incomes and other flows

68. It seems desirable to emphasize the fractile-group approach in

tabulations according to size of income, personal consumption or saving.
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The use of this approach-will-be.;of assistance in portraying.and

ing.; the/form of distribution, and compiling measures of equality or ,; ....

concentration. For example, if cumulative distributions are charted-:

of. tb^e,. proportion of; households of individuals in each fractile group and

tb.-e..coupled,proportion; of the statistics under study, the result is a

Lorenz,.curve* Since-differences in prices or money do not play a oentral

role in defining the form of these distributions, tabulations based on

fraotile, groups are of particular value for.purposes of international

studies... .. ...... .. . .,,,... _.■■., ■■■'..- ■ ■ 7 ■■

6^/'Tabulations of households and - individual* acAo^rding-to*'Bize of income,

extferi&iture, etc.■',■■' defined in absolute- tetms^will; also-be required. :This

-will-bV the" base, for' example, in erbsB«c'lassifiGata-ons.'^f "datajaeoording

tb bite-or more attributes of households or individuals and the magnitude

of a ^Lve'h-flbw» •■ ■■■':'-" ■ •■ ■"-••■:-.v- *:■ ■- -:■ ' : • " :." '=■'■■=.•. :-■: a. ' "''.

VII. 3)EFIUITION AHD CLASSIFICATION OF INCOMES

A. Compensation of Employees . , . ; .

%f: - Benefits in kind . , ,, . . . .-....,?

JGY (Ph'e concept of compehsatibn of employees in theiaational aaop.unt.& .

encontpas'sfes all- proceedsNfroM:. employment, in moneys and ki-ndj which are

o'lea'rljr of benefit to fhe 'emiployeesrihdividualLy. > The i>enefits aocruing

tb: etijyloyees from theT(Mealtii> ■reeiieational, eduoational'and similar

faciliti'es which ^employers make1 "available' to 'employees oollectiviely,. are

not covered "in the compensation of employeesj1 and are excluded from the;

consumption expenditure of einployfegs. It ia considered that for purposes

of studies of the welfare and -economic behaviour'^ of individuals &nd- .

K6u'Jseholds, these flbws'should be -restricted to benefits whioh may .be

unambiguously allocated and: are the1 subject Of individual -decision anti

chbioe." Also exclude'd from cbmperlsation of employees are -expenditures of

producing units whicTi coh"tribute to the amenities of working life or '• ■'■"

oompensate for expenses incurred in business travel. In general, employee
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compensation is. defined net of any receipts or special outlays of ..

employees in connexion with their work which are of benefit to,them as .

producers.rather than as consumers,

71. In "both:" the SKA and MPS, part of the compensation of■employees may-

consist of_ the cost.to the employer of goods and services furnished free

of charge,'or at.. reduced prices, on an individual "basis.! The cost.,to, the

employer rather: than the.cost at retail is utilized as the basis of -

valuation for a number of reasons. In the first place, the cost to the^

employer is equivalent to the money income which the employee foregoes

and the expenditure which the employer incurs. Secondly, the cost is a

measure of the production actually embodied in the goods and services.

For example, a shorter chain of distribution and transportation is likely

to be involved in the case of goods and services furnished by employers

than in the case of goods and services sold at retail. Thirdly, the

difficulties of estimation are eased by the use of the cost to the

employer.

*>• Classification

72, Employee compensation should be sub-divided into (i) wages and

salaries, (ii) employers* contributions to social security schemes, and

(iii) employers' contributions to private pension, family allowance,

health and other casualty insurance, life insurance and similar schemes.

This not only contributes to comparability with each system of national

accounting but also separates the receipts of employees into those of

benefit currently and in the future. It also segregates the element of

employee compensation in respect of which figures are generally not

available from household enquiries. A sub-division into payments to

(i) members of the armed forces and (ii) other employees is also proposed.

Since national practice varies with regard to the inclusion of data on

compensation in kind, it may also be advantageous to sub-divide wages and

salaries into payments in cash and payments in kind.
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cr Transactions in reBpeot.of private pension and insurance nohemes

73. Where employers* contributions to private pensions are made to a

pensiofc fund, these- contributions, reduced by an estimated share in the

administrative expenses of the pension fund, are included in the' saving

of thejemployees on whose behalf they are made, in the form of ah increase

in their*equity in pension funds. The share in the administrative

expenses of the pension fund is part of the personal consumption of the

employees.1 The disposable income of the employees includes total employer*1

contributions-to the pension funds on their behalf and.imputed interest on

their equity in the'pension funds. When pensions are paid to the employees,

these- payments are recorded-as reductions in their equity in pension fundsU

74, ' Where a :pension fund does not exist, the pensions actually paid are

"shown as current transfers from the employers to the retired employees*

and an amount equal to the imputed employers1 contributions inoluded in

the compensation of present employees, is shown as current transfer from

these employees to their employers.

75.. In the case of casualty, insurance,.contribution by employers on

behalf of their employees reduced by a service charge which is included -

in the personal consumption of the employees, are transfers from the

employees to the private casualty insurance sohemes,. The claims paid

are ourrent transfers from the private oasualty insurance scheme to the

employees. In the case of life insurance, the contributions, reduce^ !?y

a service charge, which is included in the personal consumption of the

employees, are part of"the saving of employees in the form of inorease in

their equity in life insurance reserves. Receipts of life insuranoe

claims represent reduotibhs in this'equity.

B. Entrepreneurial income . . . •.-■■'.

a* Gross output

76. It :is evident that the -scope of the conoept "gross output11 i»

relevant to the definition of entrepreneurial Income. The definition of

gross output is also of significance for the content of personal

consumption.
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11. Gro^ss ou|pu,t covers all production for market (sale or barter) and

on own account for purposes of capital formation. Also included are a

number of activities conducted on own account for purposes of household

consumption. These activities may be carried on by household - based, or

other, unincorporated enterprises engaged in production for the market,

or by households which are not engaged in production for the market.

In all these instances, included in gross output would be the results of

agricultural, forestry, fishing, hunting and mining activities, the

secorid-stage processing of agricultural products by growers (e.g., the

manufacture of butter and cheese, wine, flour, yarn and cloth, or

furniture), and the owner-occupancy of dwellings. In the case of house

hold and other enterprises engaged in production for the market, included

in gross output in addition, is the output of any other goods and services

for pe-rsonal consumption by the owners which are also produced for the

market. Where households engage1 in production for own-account conaump-

tion or capital formation only (e.g., raising crops, owner occupancy of

dwellings, construction of dwellings for own use), a nominal productive

unit is defined for purposes of recording gross output and entrepreneurial
income. . . . , ........

78. Production on own"account should be valued in terms of the cash
alternatives foregone. Thus to the producer, the value Of income and

consumption in kind should be considered equal to the cash income that

would be realized by the sale of these items, i.e., the market value at

the producing unit. It has been argued that this approach results in

undervaluation of the household consumption of goods and services "

produced on own account and that the use of the retail price is more

appropriate. However, the retail price includes the value of transport,

distributive and other services which in fact are not embodied in these

goods and services,

79- The proposal to value all personal consumption in terms of retail

price appears to originate in the desire to arrive at measures of the

quantity of goods and services consumed which do not necessarily vary
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with the quantum of embodied production. However, the complementary

system is concerned with incomes from production and costs, as well as

levels, of consumption. Further, in view of the differences "between

areas of a country in transport costs and price levels, it will generally

not be possible to assign the same value to the identical quantum of

goods or services from the point of view of the consumer. It does not

seem1 desirable or feasible to utilize the values assigned to goods and

services as proxies for quantities consumed in all cases. Appropriate

measures of the quantities concerned might be developed as supplementary

-data in the Case of selected goods, e.g., caloric content in the case of

foodstuffs. In the case of a number of other commodities, the units of

measurement will necessarily be physical dimensions; and these data will

be, non-additive.

"b* Operating surplus , .

80. Determining the expenses to be deducted from gross output in order

to arrive at operating surplus is often beset, with problems; These

problems arise from the..difficulties of (i) separating current outlays

for.household activities and for business purposes (ii) distinguishing

capital outlay from current expenditure in respect of the business, and

(iii) making appropriate estimates of provisions for the consumption of

fixed capital. This is especially so in the case of farms* The rent

paid for tenant farms may cover the farm land, farm buildings and

. equipment, and the dwellings, and tuore may "be little basis for separating

the three. It is proposed that rent on farm buildings and equipment only

be considered an expense in arriving at operating surplus. The rent on

the farm land is to be treated as a payment for the use of property in

the farm enterprise; and the rent on the dwelling is to be included in

the personal consumption of the farmer*

c. Deductions from operating surplus

81. Entrepreneurial income accruing to households should oomprise the

net proceeds of the unincorporated enterprises included in the household

sector of the revised"SNA' and the actual payments made to the owners out
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of the current receipts of quasi-corporations. Entrepreneurial income

net of these withdrawals is retained in the quasi-corporations and

constitutes one element of their savings^

82. In order to compute entrepreneurial income from the operating surplus

of unincorporated enterprises, net payments of property income in oonnexion

with these businesses need to be subtracted. Payments of property income

may consist of interest in respect of funds borrowed for use in the

business or the delayed settlement of trade credit, rents on farm and

other hand utilized in the enterprise, and royalties in respect of patents,

copyrights or concessions. Interest may be received in connexion with

the business in respect of credit granted to consumers.

83. Net rents on owner-occupied dwellings in many oountries constitute

an important part of the net proceeds of unincorporated enterprises.

These net rents should be distinguished as a separate category of entre

preneurial, income in income distribution statistics.

d. Classification of entrepreneurial income

84. For purposes of studies of the links between type of productive

activity and the distribution of entrepreneurial income, it will be

desirable to classify entrepreneurial income according to the kind of

economic activity in which it originates. A broad distinction between

agricultural and non-agricultural activity, sub-divided into owner-occupied

dwellings and other, would be of basic value. Further sub-division of

agricultural and non-agricultural activity into employers and own-account

workers and according to broad categories of kind of activity would be

of considerable interest. It will be desirable to utilize relatively

broad categories in order to limit the problems of allocating current

expenses where one proprietor is engaged in a number of different types

of unincorporated or quasi-corporate businesses.

C. Property Income

85. Property incomes consist of interest, rent, royalties, etc., and

dividends* Interest relates to actual receipts or payments and accruals
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^ interest.' The accruals of interest to households will'-include'interest

on the net equity of households in pension funds and in life insurance

reserves.

86. Payments and receipts of rent, royalties, etc., should relate to

the use of land, patents, copyrights, etc., only. Dividends generally

consist of distributions of the net earnings of incorporated enterprises

and co-operatives to owners of shares in these "businesses/

D. Redistributive Transfers

a. Scope

87- The transactions of households which furnish the bridge between

distributed factor income and disposable income consist of transfers of

income on current account which for the most part are noh-contractual

(unrequited) in character. However, also included here are transactions

in respect of private casualty insurance policies, whether or not the

premiums are part of employee compensation, and in respect of pensions

paid directly by employers.

88. It is suggested that, except for write-offs of bad debts, the

finance by government agencies of purchases which households make, and

gifts in kind from and to the rest of the world, transfers in cash only

be covered as part of the current redistributive transfers received

(made) by households. Transfers in kind from general government and

private non-profit institutions to persons would however be included in

total consumption of the population.

b. Classification

89. In order to furnish suitable data for analyzing the nature and

effect of the redistribution of incomes in respect of households, it is

proposed to classify non-contractual current transfers by type of transfer,

by purpose and by source of finance. '
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Classification of unrequited Current Transfers received-and-made by Hpusehol<r-

A, By type- of transfer' . ■ ;, :

■ ■ Transfers received by households t

Sooial security benefits .

...Social, assistance grants . .

■ Unfunded employee welfare benefits .."..■

Current transfers n.e.o.

Transfers made by households

Direct taxes

Pees, fines and penalties

Sooial security contributions .

Current transfers to private non-profit institutions serving

households

■ Unfunded employee welfare contributions, imputed

Current transfers n,e.o» ■ .■ - ;

B. By purpose

Transfers received by households

Compensation for loss of income-due to: - ■ :

- old age or-disability

- loss of earner ■ .-■- ■.-„..'■

- accident or sickness .:

- unemployment (including general relief payments)

- Family allowances

- War bonuses, pensions and service grants

- Coverage of medical and hospital expenses

- Casualty, lay-off and severance compensation

- Scholarships and fellowships

- Gifts from other households

- Migrants* transfers (including transfers of own goods)

- Write-offs of bad debt

- Other purposes
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Transfers made "by households

Compulsory transfers to general government

Contributions in respect of pensionss benefits etc. paid directly

to employees (imputed employers* contributions)

Membership dues

Donations to private non-profit institutions serving houweholila

Gifts to other households

Migrants' transfers (including transfers of own goods and gift«

in kind)

Other purposes

'* C. By source of finance

' : Transfers received and made by households

General government

"Private non-profit institutions serving households

Corporate and quasi-corporate enterprises

Other domestic households

Rest of the world
•*.:■:-.■■■

DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION OF CONSUMPTION

A* The Two Concepts

90« Household consumption expenditure relates essentially to gooda and

services purchased by households. It includes goods and services whioh

make up income in kind, i.e., items produced on own account and utilized

in final consumption and goods and services received as part of wages and

salaries. Total consumption of the population covers, in addition} free

goods and;services which general government and private non-profit

institutions provide to the population, individually or collectively,

and which employers provide to their employees collectively. It there

fore furnishes a more complete measure than personal consumption of the

level of living of households. - •
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B. Clasaification _■; : •■

91. In order to describe the pattern of consumption, it'is proposed to

classify: household and'total consumption according to type of goods and

services (i.e. non-durable goods,'semi-durables, durable goods*and

services) and object (purpose) for which these goods and services are^

utilized^*bf-means of■the categories of the revised SNA* These distino*

tions are designed to classify goods and services according to broad-

categories, of income elasticity of demand and the period of time over

which the goods and services are in fact consumed. The olassifioation

according to objeot, in addition, provides the basis for the most detailed

and direot data for purposes of assessing the components of levels of

living and compiling measures in constant prices and quantity termst

92. Household consuraptioir expenditure should include purchases of

secondhand goods. Heoeipts from the sale of second-hand goods and acrapf

and waste should be shown separately as negative items under the appro*

priate headings of household consumption expenditure.

C. Definition and Valuation of Total Consumption

93- It seems essential to take account of a number of consideration* in

determining whioh' portions of the consumption expenditure of general

government and private non-profit institutions to include in total

consumption of the. population. The basic criteria proposed are whether

the service .in question is clearly and primarily of benefit to the

population as consumers and adds to the level of living of persons during

the period of account. Attention also needs to be devoted to the

difficulties of allocating the consumption among various groups of

households.

94. Total consumption of the population should, as a minimum include,

in addition to household consumption, expenditure, the free food, olothing,

medical oare and education which general government, private non-profit

institutions and enterprises furnish to persons individually, in addition

to items which may already be included in income in kind. These goods
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and services should be valued in terms of net outlays on the items

concerned (i.e. cost of production less receipts from sales)B

95- In addition, the net outlays .of'.government and private non-pro.fit

institutibns^ on'theaters, museums, libraries, par^s and other recreational

and'cultural services* may be included. The benefits in these cases

clearly accrue solely to the population as consumers. Allocation .of.these

outlays in terms of actual use of the facilities concerned by different

population groups may, however, be difficult. .-_.

■ 96^ -Serious problems of definition and allocation, will arise in res.peot

'"of the ;services which employers furnish to their employees colleotiyely.

' ftot; infrequently, these services are furnished for a1 number of jjurpo.ses,

sbme'Of which do hot focus on the employees as consumers- Fo?.example

■impoirtaht functions of the: health services provided are likely.to concern

Work'accidents and injuries, sick leave and qualifications fpr employment*

Educational programmes may relate to vocational training, as we.ll as to

general adult education- Recreational activities may be designed to

enhanoe the public image of the employer.

91',. Provision for identifying the cost of the servioes in question is

made.,in. the developed MPS; but not in the revised SNA. In the SNA, the

costs, are part of intermediate consumption and primary inputs. It seems

necessary to provide for a supplementary functional olass'ifioation of

cost structure of producers in order to separate out these costs*

■ '■ ' "r ' IX- ' 'DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION OP ACCUMULATION

A. Internal Sources of Financing Investment

9§. The internal sources of finance of investment will be savings and

net capital transfers received, and5 in the'case of households whose'

heads are owners of unincorporsted enterprises,, provisions for-the

consumption of the fixed capital of their "businesses* It seems appro

priate to show-r;eaoh of these flows separately in. the tables of the,.

■'Complementary system and to define/.the flows as in the revised.
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a» : Saving

99. Saving as defined in the SNA is mainly restricted to funds from

current activities which are actually in the hands of, and under the ^

immediate control of, persons for use in investment. Exceptions are

contributions (employees', as well as employers1) to the equities in

pension funds and life insurance reserves and the imputed interest earned

on these holdings. The accumulation of these rights may be expected to

influence the spending-saving behaviour of persons.

100. The magnitude of saving per household should be a useful classifying

element in tabulations of capital transactions, in particular figures of

investment in tangible assets and data on net financial assets acquired.

Saving per household will also be of interest in cross-classifications

with socio-economic status and the age and sex of household heads, and,

inthe case of households of owners of unincorporated enterprises, with

kind of economic activity of the unincorporated enterprises.

b. Capital transfers

101. In the case of households not possessing unincorporated enterprises,

capital transfers are likely to consist of inheritance taxes, legacies,

migrants' transfers of capital, grants for damages incurred during wars,

floods or other calamities, and endowments and other capital donations to

private non-profit institutions. Most of these transfers occur quite

infrequently during the life cyole of a household. Households of owners

of unincorporated businesses may in addition receive capital transfers in

respect of their business, for example investment grants, which may not

be as infrequent.

B. Investment in Tangible and Selected Intangible Assets

102 In addition to the gross capital formation in unincorporated enter

prises ; included in the household sector, this category of investment

includes net acquisitions of land, copyrights, concessions and net purchases

of non-reproducible art objects and antiques. These forms of investment

are in a sense internal investment. The same definitions and sub-divisions
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of these transactions as in the revised SNA are suggested. It will "be

of value to classify gross capital formation in fixed assets acoording to

the kind of economic activity of the unincorporated enterprises involved,

C Financial Assets and Liabilities ..•■•....

a* Classification ....,

103.. ^Transactions in financial assets and liabilities may be viewed as .

external .forms.of .investment and. external sources of financing investment

and consumption* In view:.-of the purposes to be served by the data of the

complementary system on finaneia.1 transactions, an adaptation is required

of tke -scheme- in the revised SNA for classifying financial claims. The

adaptation suggested is indicated, below.

A. Financial" Assets

1. Currency and transferable deposits

2. Other deposits

3* Securities

i* Quoted on stock exchange

Xx. Not quoted on stock exohange . . . .. ;

4» .. Other loans^ including mortgages

5* Net equity on pension funds

6, Net equity on life insurance reserves

7», Proprietors' net addition to investment of quasi-corporate

.enterprises

8. Trade credit and advances

9- Other financial assets

B. Liabilities

1. Loans; including mortgates ....

?. Trade credit and advances .

i* Business debt

ii. Consumer debt

3« Other liabilities
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104* In the case of financial assets, distinctions are not drawn in the

adapted classification between types of seOurities, or lengths of

maturity of bills, bonds or loans. The list of liabilities is very

brief since a few types of liabilities only are of importance in the

case of households and unincorporated businesses*

b. Basis of recording

105- Recording on a gross basis is suggested in respect of transactions

relating* to pension funds and life insurance actuarial reserves* For

some householdsj receipts from these sources will be an important means

of financing' current expenditure, while for other households, additions

will represent an important means of saving* It also seems advantageous

to record transactions in securities, proprietors1 net addition to

investment in quasi-corporate enterprises and perhaps consumer debt on

a gross basis. In the first cace, this approach will make it possible

to indicate realized capital gains on sales, which may be a factor in

spending-saving bei±avioure In the case of consumer debt, differing

households may bo contracting and redeeming the indebtedness.

c. Pension funds

106 In the case of pension fundsr the additions to the equity of a

group of persons during a given period will consist of their own contri

butions and employers'1 contributions on their behalf, reduced by their

share in the administrative expenses cf the fund during the period. The

reductions in equity during a given period will be made up of payments

of pensions or lump-sum settlements of accumulated equity (e.g., the

actual or actuarial value cf contributions plus interest).

107 For relatively small groups of households, the difference between

the additions to and withdrawals from pension funds during a period may

not be precisely equal to the change in their equity in the fund during

the period. These differences may result from divergence between actual

experience and actuarial expectations, losses of equity on leaving
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employment, etc.. In order to account for these differences it would

be desirable to reoord them as oapital losses or gains in the revaluation

aocounts of households.

d. Life insurance

108* The additions to life insurance reserves during a given period

will consist of the sum of the actual premiums paid) reduced by a pro

portion of the service charge for carrying the insurance, and the interest

earned on the reserves. Reductions in the equity of households in life

insurance reserves consist of payments of claims on death, on cash

surrender of policies, or on maturing of endowment and similar arrange

ments.

X»9« In the case of small groups of households, the claims paid on death

and the fees for the risk of providing the insurance may not be equiva

lent, one with the other, during a given period. Other situations may

also occur which disrupt the balance during a given period between net

premiums reduced "by claims paid, on the one hand, and the change in the

life insurance actuarial and similar reserves, on the other. For example,

the loss on non-payment of premiums of the right to accumulated saving in

the form of these reserves. As in the case of pension funds* it would be

desirable to bring the actual capital transactions of various groups of

households in life insurance and the changes in their equity on the

actuarial and similar reserves of life insurance into balance through

entries of capital losses (gains) in the revaluation accounts of the

households.

e. Investment in quasi-corporate enterprises

110. Proprietors' additions to investment in quasi-corporate enterprises

will consist of funds for investment purposes, or fixed assets, securi

ties and the like transferred by the owners to a quasi-corporate unit.

The withdrawals will consist of funds which the proprietors take from

t!ie~ accumulated retained saving of the quasi-corporate enterprises and
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from the proceeds of the "sale of its'-fixed and finanoial assets, as well

as transfers of fixed assets, seourities and-other financial assets from

the business to the proprietors as individuals. ■

f. Seourities --' . : . - ■.. .

111.. Recording the'transactions of households;in securities on a gross

basis would permit the tabulation of realized capital gain (losses) on

sales of the securities as part of capital transactions. The repeipts

on sale of seourities might be sub-divided into the cost of the

securities on acquisition: and the realized capital gain (loss) on sale.

Purchases of seourities would be reoorded at oost of acquisition.




